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The Transformation of Wireless Network Security In an age of pervasive wireless connectivity, Wi-Fi security has to be an interlocking component of your overall network strategy.
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Editor’s Note



Wi-Fi has revolutionized the enterprise by not only extending network coverage in a particular building or campus, but also by enabling on-the-go working, be it from a coffee shop or a hotel room. Yet, while these improvements reduce employee downtime and increase efficiency, Wi-Fi has had a significant impact on network security; many security measures of yesteryear are simply ineffective today. Whether your enterprise has already adopted Wi-Fi or is evaluating the technology, there are several considerations to keep in mind. In this Technical Guide, wireless security expert Lisa Phifer examines the rise in Wi-Fi popularity and explains why going beyond the basics is essential to Wi-Fi security. Then, Phifer outlines tools that can help enterprises overcome the difficult task of provisioning WLAN access to the plethora of mobile devices and platforms infiltrating the enterprise that
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require corporate network access. Finally, expert Brad Casey discusses the effects 802.11ac, commonly referred to as Gigabit Wi-Fi, will have on enterprise wireless network security. As the corporate environment grows more disparate and globally divided, it will become more critical than ever to use Wi-Fi to maintain connectivity, productivity and profitability. However, without the proper security measures in place, enterprises risk falling victim to wireless intruders, having sensitive data stolen and more. This Technical Guide delivers the expertise you need to integrate Wi-Fi security into your enterprise’s overarching network security strategy and maintain security in the age of wireless connectivity. n Sharon Shea Assistant Editor
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Baking Wi-Fi Security Into Your Network



Wi-Fi started its long, steady climb 15 years ago, spring-boarding from home to office, eventually displacing Ethernet as the preferred enterprise network access method in many organizations. Today, enterprise Wi-Fi deployments are being further fueled by 802.11ac, which represented 18% of the 176 million access points (APs) sold in 2014 (source: ABI Research). Wi-Fi not only transforms how workers connect, but also how communications are secured. Wi-Fi security is no longer an add-on; it must become an integral part of security policy enforcement. In this chapter, we examine how organizations can embrace this network security transformation.



BEYOND THE BASICS



Years ago, Wi-Fi security meant link-layer encryption—first WEP, then WPA/TKIP, later
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WPA2/AES. However, Wi-Fi Protected Access v2 (WPA2), combined with pre-shared keys (PSKs) or 802.11x access control, has been supported by every Wi-Fi certified product for nearly a decade. Similarly, keeping wireless intruders at bay may have started with Wi-Fi sniffers and manual site surveys, but fully automated wireless intrusion detection and prevention (WID/WIP) has become a staple, found in every enterprise-class WLAN product today. While these technologies remain largely unique to wireless, they are now simply a foundation upon which to build. For example, 802.11x lays the groundwork to control LAN access—wireless and wired. WIP containment systems can often be triggered to block a suspected attacker at the point of network attachment—wireless or wired. Increasingly, security policy is not about how a device is connected, but rather who is connected, what they are doing, and where they are.
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According to Ozer Dondurmacioglu, senior director of product and solutions marketing for Sunnyvale, Calif.-based Aruba Networks Inc., many large organizations seek ways to create and then enforce a single security policy that does it all. “When my doctor is in the cafeteria, he may need access to the Internet—and nothing more. When he’s in his office, he may get access to patient data as well. When he’s working from other locations that are high risk, he may be required to take extra precautions,” said Dondurmacioglu. “There should be a way to encapsulate all of this in a single policy, and then translate that paper policy using tools for enforcement.” Enterprises have many tools at their disposal to help them enforce this kind of unified security policy, including identity management services, network and application firewalls, mobile device and application managers, secure wired switch ports and APs, location-based services, and guest access services. However, realizing this single policy vision is best viewed as a phased process that begins with a target policy,
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taps available tools to enforce essentials and then layers on new tools to further enhance policy granularity, threat resistance and user productivity. For starters, identity management can drive security policies by tying access rights and requirements not to devices or network attachment points but to individuals and roles. In the scenario mentioned above, the physician could be granted levels of access that vary throughout the workday based on policy-driven criteria. Second, those access rights can be monitored and implemented by firewalls, switches and APs. Broad network segmentation can be applied through VLANs and service set identifiers (SSIDs), enforced by switches and APs. Network traffic can also easily be filtered by those edge devices—for example, determining whether that doctor has access to the Internet or to patient data. However, given the complexity of today’s mobile applications and associated risks, application firewalls can be useful to assert more granular policies that reduce risk, deter malware and plug data leaks. Third, policies may factor in device type, ownership and trust by harnessing mobile
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device and application managers. For example, the doctor may carry a smartphone and tablet, using both throughout his workday. The same policy may apply different access rights to a fully managed tablet and a bring-your-own smartphone, or may require that a secure container be installed on each device as a condition of access to patient data. In addition, policies are starting to take advantage of location-based services, using techniques such as geo-fencing to restrict access to specified venues and authorized areas within them. Location-based services are now expanding, using new equipment like Apple’s iBeacons to improve accuracy (especially indoors) either separately or through integration with network infrastructure. In our example, the doctor’s tablet may recognize where it is—either inside the hospital or at a café—and vary its behavior accordingly, despite being connected via Wi-Fi in both locations. Finally, guest access services are playing an increasingly important role in security policy enforcement—not just for visitors, but also for employees using bring-your-own and other
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devices. Specifically, network infrastructure can be used to manually or automatically redirect new devices to enrollment portals, where workers can register devices, agree to terms of service, receive device certificates and be provisioned for secure Wi-Fi access. Once connected to a secure network, additional steps may be taken to enable secure mobility, such as deploying a secure container or application on our doctor’s now-authorized and authenticated mobile device.



BUILDING TODAY TO SCALE FOR TOMORROW



Some of the network technologies that enable a flexible mobile security policy as described above have been around for years; others are relatively new. All represent opportunities to harness the network to enforce security policy in a manner that recognizes Wi-Fi risks, but addresses them within a holistic framework, focused on the user and enabling his or her computing needs. As wireless grows more pervasive, enterprises should embrace this kind of approach to enable and enforce secure mobility everywhere. —Lisa Phifer
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Provisioning WLAN Access for BYOD



IT network teams face a dilemma when it comes to BYOD and wireless LAN access. They don’t have the resources to manually configure hundreds of personal devices, yet asking users to configure their own clients invites errors and security issues. Fortunately, tools now exist that automate personal device configuration and even enforce varying levels of access policy. The trick for network teams will be in integrating these tools to obtain the necessary level of access control. Until recently, IT departments were able to use desktop management systems and Active Directory Group Policy Objects (AD GPOs) to auto-configure enterprise WLAN credentials and settings on company-issued laptops. Unfortunately, those tools generally can’t be applied to smartphones or tablets. With newer automated WLAN onboarding tools, users can choose a designated SSID and be led to a captive portal splash page to log in
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and accept terms of service. This can immediately route users onto a somewhat limited guest network, but it is only a first step. Generally, enterprises need tools that go deeper and assign access based upon policy. That’s where configuration tools come into play.



SELF-CONFIGURATION TOOLS FOR WLAN ACCESS



The goal of automated WLAN onboarding tools is to allow users to configure connections without requiring IT assistance. Many Wi-Fi smartphones and tablets permit users to configure network connection settings, including WPA2-Enterprise EAP parameters and server/ user certificates. For example, once users are allowed access to an open enterprise “guest” WLAN, they can access a URL to download a configuration profile. That can get complicated, so
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some organizations now use platforms such as Cloudpath Networks’ Xpress Connect, which automates portal-based WLAN connections for Windows, Mac OS X, Ubuntu, Android and iOS users—including ActiveX for unmanaged Windows BYODs. This approach automates and simplifies WLAN onboarding by minimizing dependencies to accommodate diverse devices and ownership. It can even be integrated with enterprise directories and certificate authorities to install different WLAN credentials for each authenticated user/device. However, this approach doesn’t enable configuration updates or ongoing enforcement, nor can it be extended to meet other BYOD needs.



FOR NETWORK SECURITY



PROVISIONING PLATFORMS THAT GO DEEPER



Automated WLAN onboarding can get more specific on access policy when integrated with traffic inspection functions that are built into the network. In this scenario, a “vanilla” captive portal can offer every user the same self-install links and opportunities for guest networking, but then WLAN access points (APs) can be
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configured with client classification policies that offer a more fine-tuned network access. Aerohive Networks’ HiveAPs, for example, can be configured with client classification policies that automatically redirect personal devices based on the Wi-Fi MAC address prefix, fingerprinted operating system and device domain. These classifications could be used to apply different firewall rules to, say, unknown Android tablets as opposed to recognized iPads. Through this method, recognized iPads might be redirected to a platform that installs an iOS configuration profile based on an observed username, while unrecognized devices could be redirected to a portal where users can receive individual PSKs and thus join a WPA2-Personal secured WLAN. This approach focuses on using the network itself as well as its traffic content to automate WLAN onboarding. Combining WLAN traffic inspection and firewall capabilities with device and OS fingerprinting streamlines the steps users may have to take in order to connect their devices to the network. Broader BYOD management may, however, require additional steps or IT resources.
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Mobile device managers (MDM) help IT shops implement a more complex policy that allows access by user, or group, device ownership, make and model, OS level, configuration, and integrity. They can also update settings to reflect ongoing changes in WLAN design and enforce real-time policies that address BYOD misuse or compromise. In this approach, users that connect to an open enterprise guest WLAN are redirected to an MDM enrollment page. (Alternatively, users could be sent email or SMS notifications containing personalized enrollment URLs.) Upon visiting the enrollment page, users are required to log in or supply an activation code, at which point the MDM can compare user or group, ownership and device details to policies that determine provisioning. If a personal device is accepted, the system issues a device certificate and configures the device with many settings and applications, including enterprise WLAN credentials and connections, enterprise VPN
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tunnels and enterprise mail settings. Dozens of MDM products support full device enrollment and can automate WLAN onboarding. Some have been specifically integrated with WLAN infrastructure. For example, Cisco Meraki offers a free basic MDM to its Enterprise Cloud Controller customers. Aerohive collaborates with JAMF Software to provide automated MDM enrollment of Apple devices. Aruba Networks offers a ClearPass Access Management System appliance that integrates with third-party MDMs through published APIs. These are just a few examples of ways to integrate a wireless WLAN infrastructure with MDMs and other tools for automated BYOD access provisioning. There are a host of other strategies, and even more will emerge. If you’re shopping for a way to manage BYOD and WLAN access, start by asking both WLAN and MDM vendors about their approach to WLAN onboarding and be sure they take automation, flexibility and device diversity into account. —Lisa Phifer
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What Gigabit Wi-Fi Means for Network Security
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In recent months, all but the most casual of tech observers have likely seen news pertaining to the soon-to-be-ratified IEEE 802.11ac standard. Commonly referred to as Gigabit Wi-Fi, many within the tech industry have been quite taken with the seemingly endless possibilities made available by 802.11ac’s throughput speed. Depending on how many spatial streams are being used, 802.11ac has reportedly reached speeds of up to 1.3 Gbps. When compared to 802.11n’s maximum throughput speed of 450 Mbps, one can easily realize the implications with regard to applications that have previously been considered throughput hogs. Is this new development in wireless technology simply too good to be true? Anticipation continues to grow, but questions still remain. IT teams are left wondering how to prepare for 802.11ac security and if the new 802.11 standard is comparable to its predecessors.
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802.11 DEVELOPMENTS



From a security standpoint, the overall 802.11 standard is a wireless standard, so all developments within 802.11 involve changes solely within the physical and data link layers of the TCP/IP model. Therefore, all potential 802.11ac hacks would still target the actual bits moving across the wire (or through the air) or the MAC addresses of the various nodes involved with the wireless communication. The 802.11ac standard falls under the 802.11i, WPA2 standard, so the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) block cipher is still used. If any of this looks strangely familiar, refer to the 802.11n security specifications. You’ll see they are exactly the same. The implementation of the 802.11n standard allowed for greater throughput speeds, and it was the first of the 802.11 variants to implement Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antennae. This allowed wireless signals to be simultaneously transmitted and received within
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the same device, and it laid the groundwork for the later work accomplished under the realm of 802.11ac. Couple these new attributes with the fact that 802.11n enjoyed the protection of the AES block cipher for encryption and this has generally been considered a win-win for all parties, raising Wi-Fi security to a new level. As with all devices that operate over a wireless medium, however, these new performance enhancements led directly to some security concerns. For example, if the throughput speed increases by x amount, then it stands to reason that attackers that successfully access a given network will be able to introduce their malicious traffic at an increased rate of speed, or similarly exfiltrate data more quickly. This will eventually hold true for 802.11ac as well.



IMPLEMENTING 802.11AC



For companies that are wondering whether making the immediate jump to 802.11ac will improve enterprise network security, I subscribe to the school of thought that says, “Why not let everyone else experience the bugs, security vulnerabilities and all of the other
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happiness that goes along with a new technology, and spare myself the headaches?” When everyone else was making the move to Vista, I decided to stay with XP and, quite frankly, I feel I made the smart move: Vista, as most recall, turned out to be more of a headache than it was worth. Unless an organization has some unusually pressing need for GB wireless throughput functionality, a slower, more deliberate approach to 802.11ac adoption is in order. However, if an organization is making the jump from one of the standards that preceded 802.11n, then switching to 802.11ac might make more sense. This is because some of the older IEEE 802.11 standards still use the WEP and WPA encryption standards, whereas the newer 802.11 variants rely on the greatly improved WPA2 encryption standard. With the increase in throughput speed comes a need for newer hardware. Because of the new standard’s ability to operate on eight spatial streams and the 5 GHz frequency band, new wireless access points will be necessary, and expensive new chipsets are being created to power the new infrastructure pieces. So making
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the move to the new standard will be a significant expenditure in an IT budget. For organizations that do make the move to 802.11ac, the good news is that the new standard is reportedly backward-compatible with 802.11n. So if your endpoint devices are strictly of the 802.11n species, the wireless access points should be able to step down to that level. Those still operating in the 802.11a/b/g spectrum get the bad news: The new 802.11 standard is reportedly not backward-compatible with these older standards.
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WORDS OF WISDOM



My advice on 802.11ac is to take the same precautions you take for those that continue to operate within the 802.11n standard: Ensure strong passwords are used, be vigilant with respect to physical security and periodically
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assess your security posture. To obtain a better overall understanding of your security posture, use open source penetration testing tools and attempt to infiltrate your network. Overall, I preach slow and steady when it comes to adoption, but I am quite intrigued with the new 802.11 standard. Gigabit Wi-Fi will likely make YouTubing at my favorite wireless hot spot or Skyping with my family while I’m staying at a hotel much smoother experiences in the near future. Furthermore, over the past year and a half, most manufacturers of wireless endpoint devices have inserted 802.11ac compatibility into the wireless infrastructure of said devices. So, whether your company is one of the early migrants to the new 802.11 standard or not, chances are you’ll be able to experience Gigabit Wi-Fi in some capacity shortly after the standard’s ratification. —Brad Casey
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